
BUCKWHEAT WAFFLES WITH FRESH  
RICOTTA AND CITRUS

Creamy ricotta; juicy blood oranges 
Cara Cara oranges, and clementines 

and floral honey bring out buckwheat’s 
earthiness in airy, crisp waffles.

Naturally nutty  
and sweet, nutrient- 

packed lours  
bring hearty richness  

to yummy treats.

Whole-Grain  
Goodness
It may be hard to imagine buttery sweets getting any better. When 

the oven door opens and the intoxicating scent of freshly baked goods 

floods the kitchen, it’s heaven. But swap out some white flour for 

whole-grain, and the classics get even more appealing: The flours 

lend flavor and bring a satisfying crumb ideal for chilly days. We’ve 

used oats, rye, and a range of wheats to create utterly delicious twists 

on some favorites. Whole grains develop nuanced degrees of the  

already well-loved toasty sweetness found in yeasted savory  

breads. And that same earthy depth also works wonders in sugary 

goodies. The secret to safeguarding the signature airy lift of perfect 

desserts is to balance the whole-grain proportions with white flour. 

When the ratios are not quite right, the pastries can turn leaden or 

dry, and falling back on the usual trick of adding extra baking soda 

or powder to bring back fluffiness can create a bitter aftertaste.  

To develop the recipes on these pages, we paired just the right amount 

of whole-grain flour with white to create more-intensely flavored 

desserts without sacrificing texture. (No cardboard here!) When baked 

with whole grains, brown sugar becomes as complex as molasses,
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>> For recipes, see page 145.
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WHEAT FLOURS
Wheat contains the gluten 
needed to give rise to baked 
sweets. All-purpose lour can  
be combined with whole-wheat 
to prevent a dense crumb, or 
omitted for a more toothsome 
texture and assertive lavor.  
All whole wheat is milled with the 
bran, endosperm, and germ.

1. Whole Wheat
Medium grind from hard wheat 
berries. Taste: A pronounced 
earthiness with raw-sugar over-
tones and a tannic near-bitterness 
similar to that of red wine or  
coffee. “White whole wheat” (from 
white berries) is milder than  

“traditional” (from red). Use For: 
Pleasantly chewy bread, cookies, 
brownies, and sticky buns.

2. Whole-Wheat Pastry
Fine grind from soft red or white 
wheat berries, which are lower  
in gluten. Taste: Like regular whole 
wheat. Use For: Tender crusts, 
cakes, biscuits, and pancakes.

3. Graham
Coarse grind from hard red wheat 
berries. Taste: Rustic, with faint 
honey notes. Use For: Nubby, crisp 
crackers and crusts. It requires 
more liquids in batters and doughs 
before baking.

4. Spelt
Fine to coarse grinds from an  
ancient wheat predecessor. It can 
be substituted 1 to 1 for all- 
purpose lour. Taste: Downright 
sweet and mild; reminiscent  
of toasted walnuts. Use For: Any-
thing white lour can do, with  
a very soft and delicate crumb. 
(There’s a misconception that 

and regular sugar takes on caramel 

overtones. Bittersweet chocolate 

hits even deeper notes, and nuts get 

nuttier. Using all-purpose flour, 

along with butter and sugar, ensures 

delicious desserts but raises the 

question of whether whole grains’ 

health benefits still apply. “Whole 

grains do boost nutrients and  

complex carbohydrates,” says New 

York City chef and registered  

dietitian Marissa Lippert of Nourish 

Kitchen + Table. “They also create  

a deeper, heartier flavor.” That said— 

as wholesome as they are—like any 

sweets, these should only be enjoyed 

in moderation.

Exactly why are whole-grain 

flours like rye, oat, buckwheat, and 

whole wheat healthier? The pro-

duction of all-purpose white flour 

entails stripping most of the bran 

and germ from whole-wheat berries. 

The milling process of whole grains, 

in contrast, leaves more of the bran, 

germ, and kernels intact, thereby 

retaining more vitamins and min-

erals, disease-fighting antioxidants, 

and fiber, which gives you a sense  

of fullness and helps regulate energy 

levels (and waylays hunger). 

The bran and germ also contain 

essential healthy fats and oils, 

which contribute rich flavors but 

also make the flours susceptible to 

turning rancid. Whole-grain flours 

should be stored in airtight contain-

ers in the freezer immediately after 

purchase. To test for rancidity, stir 

and inhale deeply: It shouldn’t smell 

musty but, rather, sweet and fresh. 

That rich fragrance will give you  

a sense of the mouthwatering scents 

about to come out of your oven. 

As for the treats themselves, these 

updates are even tastier than the 

originals. They will entice even the 

most devout lovers of white bread  

to give whole grains a try. You may 

create a whole-grain convert yet. 

Use this guide to incorporate different grains’ flavors and  
textures into baked goods. (You will need to mix some of  
them with all-purpose or wheat flour.) Keep these grains fresh  
by storing them in the freezer for up to six months.

Whole-Grain Flour Glossary
Whole Wheat

Whole-Wheat 
Pastry

Graham

Spelt

Barley

Rye

Buckwheat

Oat

Amaranth

Quinoa

Millet

spelt is gluten-free, but it is low- 
glycemic.) It readily absorbs  
liquid, so proportions of liquids 
may have to increase; batters 
may need time to absorb liquids 
before baking.

HEARTY GRAINS
Barley and rye are most com-
monly associated with a malty  
lavor. Both have small amounts 
of gluten and for structure  
require the addition of all-purpose 
or another wheat lour.

5. Barley
Fine grind from hulled barley with 
the inner bran still intact.  
Taste: A caramelized nuttiness 
similar to browned butter's,  
with a tang like that in pale ale. 
Use For: Smooth and buttery 
cookies, cakes, quick breads, and  
crusts. Higher proportions  
may cause baked goods not to 
rise and to crumble. 

6. Rye
Pumpernickel bread may be sour, 
but the lour it’s baked with  
isn’t. Rye lour is milled with the 
germ, bran, and endosperm, 
then sifted. Lighter varieties have  
more of the germ and bran  
sifted out and are sweeter than 
darker ryes like pumpernickel. 
Taste: Echoes of malted milk with  
the depth of cooked sugar. The 
darker the variety, the stronger the 
lavor. Use For: Tender breads 
and crusts, cookies, crunchy 
crackers, and crisp-outside and 
tender-inside biscuits, scones, 
wafles, and pancakes. Higher 
proportions may result in a gum-
my, dense crumb.

7. Oat 
Fine to coarse grinds from whole 
oats. Taste: Milky with a mild 
sweetness. Use For: Tender and 
chewy mufins, cookies, scones, 
biscuits, pancakes, and wafles, 
when combined with other grains 

or white lour. It retains moisture 
and can result in wet gumminess 
if used in high proportions.

8. Buckwheat
Fine to coarse grinds from  
fruit seeds related to sorrel and 
rhubarb. Darker lours contain 
more of the whole kernel. Taste: 
Nutty, with the mineral quality  
of mushrooms and dry red wine. 
Use For: Smooth and chewy  
low-rising griddle favorites like 
pancakes, crêpes, blini, and waf-
les, when mixed with wheat lour.

ANCIENT GRAINS
Technically, not all of these  
centuries-old options are grains, 
but they can function as such  
in baking when combined with 
wheat or other grains.

9. Amaranth
Fine, powdery grind from the 
seeds of a leafy plant. Taste:  
Distinct, assertive grassiness, 
reminiscent of the scent of hay. 
Use For: Dense and nearly  
sticky mufins, cookies, cakes, 
pancakes, and wafles, when 
combined with other grains.

10. Quinoa
Fine grind from the seeds of  
a leafy plant. Taste: Faintly grassy, 
with hints of toasted sesame 
seeds. Use For: Moist and chewy 
cookies and mufins, cakes,  
and quick breads with a ine crumb, 
when combined with other grains.

11. Millet
Powdery-ine grind from ancient 
grains with entire germs intact. 
Taste: Mild and sweet, with a sub-
tle nuttiness. Use For: Delicate 
cakes and cakey cookies, when 
mixed with wheat lour. 

 marthastewart.com/whole-grain-recipes 
Find more recipes using these flours.
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WHOLEWHEAT BROWNSUGAR STICKY BUNS
Buttery brown sugar glazes the sticky  

buns and pairs nicely with the  
hearty nuttiness of whole wheat. 

 HAZELNUT CARROTOAT CUPCAKES 
 WITH CREAMCHEESE FROSTING
Toasted hazelnuts bring crunch to the frosted tops  
and moist centers of these mini carrot cakes,  
made extra tender with the addition of oat flour. 

>> For a step-by-step photo guide to rolling and 
assembling these buns, see page 129.
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 DARKCHOCOLATE SPELT BROWNIES
Baked with all-spelt flour, these  
crackly-top fudgy one-bowl brownies develop  
a chocolaty depth with hints of maple.

ALMONDRYE HEART COOKIES
Rye flour keeps these almond heart cookies  
 crunchy and lends a delicate sweetness, accented 
by a final flurry of confectioners’ sugar.

CREATED BY 
Matthew Axe, Shira Bocar, 

and Tanya Graff 
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